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the true artist touches the world with materials at hand be it brush or words or talent in viki s first book her

writing reflects the people she has met those who have influenced her life and the events that have

shaped her character the page is her canvas her words are the colors the finished portrait is the stallion

be yourself your bright shining radiant spirited self and encourage others to do the same give this book to

elevate someone s spirit to share a little delight and to show that the whole world is full of possibility the

founder of allow your spirit to soar inc and 10 co authors launch readers on a journey of transformation

inspiration hope peace love and joy journey to freedom let your spirit soar a unique comprehensive study

of the causes of and solutions to addictions and other life situational problems caused by our own

wrongful thinking both in our personal encounters with life itself and our daily interactions with our fellow

human beings which brings us to the truth in the expressions whenever i have a problem i am the

problem and let it begin with me the work is based mainly on the author s own experiences from his

childhood in a seriously dysfunctional family how these experiences affected his decisions in how to live

his life where these decisions led him his addictions and what it took to make the changes in his thinking

that dramatically changed his life from one bound to the horrors of his addictions to one of peace serenity

and happiness with 23 years of sobriety and counting he believes that the main things he learned were

humility surrender and the true meaning of love what it is and what it is not this book is for the addicted

pre addicted and the non addicted alike in that we are all subject to the wrongful thinking that causes us

difficulties that we stumble into through our long held opinions convictions and our judgment of others the

words we sometimes utter words that are often left unspoken how we put words together that convey the

message of and ensure our dependencies on people places and things it was written from the head and

heart of the author motivated by the love in his heart for his fellow human beings of all stripes review by

dorrance publishing co journey to freedom let your spirit soar is an interesting non fiction work by james

yuhasz this work is designed to bring the reader into a closer relationship with god by helping to

overcome the victim mentality mr yuhasz begins the work with an autobiographical sketch of his life as a

young child he survived many illnesses and accidents which can only be attributed to god gifted in
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different ways he did not utilize his gifts and experienced a series of low points in his life when he became

self destructive a recovering alcoholic for the last 23 years mr yuhasz has used his experience to counsel

others who are in similar situations mr yuhasz shows that the key to recovery is surrender to the lord by

continuing to fight one only continues the vicious cycle of self destruction but by accepting the lord and

marching to your own drummer you will find happiness and self fulfillment the rest of the work is the

author s guide to overcoming fear with chapters entitled acceptance perseverance sponsors and self

worth and time there is something for eveyone here although addressed to primarily those with drug or

alcohol addictions this work can be used by any person with any type of addiction whether it be shopping

gambling or just someone experiencing depression or low self esteem let your spirit soar is an uplifting

and insightful work from james yuhasz with its pearls of wisdom this work is one that should be read

again and again this work may appeal to a wide variety of readers 52 cards to let your spirit soar from

world renowned spiritual teacher michael a singer author of the new york times bestsellers the untethered

soul the surrender experiment and living untethered this card deck offers daily reminders that true

fulfillment and joy exist within each and every one of us the cards provide meditative practices and

inspiration to help readers on their journey toward unconditional happiness every day daily inspiration to

let your spirit soar from renowned spiritual teacher michael a singer this 52 card deck will guide you

toward a life of liberation serenity openness and self knowledge now more than ever we re all looking to

feel more joy happiness and deeper meaning in our lives drawing on the profound wisdom of the new

york times bestseller living untethered these take anywhere cards offer practical yet powerful insight to

help you move beyond the thoughts feelings and habits that keep you stuck so you can heal the pain of

the past and live fully in the present moment with each card you ll gain a deeper understanding of where

your thoughts and emotions come from and how they affect your natural energy flow finally you ll learn

how to find freedom from the psychological scars or samskaras that block you and keep you from

reaching your highest potential it s time to stop struggling and start experiencing this card deck makes it

easy to put the spiritual teachings of michael a singer into practice every day and it will guide you on the

path toward self realization and unconditional happiness keep these cards on your nightstand on your

work desk in your purse or anywhere for instant inspiration and peace of mind this card deck is

copublished by new harbinger publications inc the premier publisher of psychology and self help books for

fifty years and sounds true the leading multimedia publisher of original works by world renowned spiritual
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teachers the eighth wonder is the first poem and the theme for my first poetry book i reveal in that poem

what the eighth wonder is and its value to each person on earth i dont want it revealed until they read that

first poem and hopefully will use that eighth wonder to find the other wonders of the world then read the

rest of the ninth wonder of the world exercising their eighth wonder poetry is so personal it is hard to

convince readers to take the time to feel the words not just read them the eighth wonder of the world

presents something we all possess and dont realize its value so for this second book to resonate with the

buyer reader a love of poetry will initially be the reason it sells after that it will be the value to each reader

as they capitalize on the eighth wonder we all possess the fruit code the spiritual shortcut to loving your

self and others provides an honest and humorous look at ourselves from the inside out while learning to

identify honor and appreciate the diversity and uniqueness of others readers are provided a

groundbreaking method for discovering and unlocking their own inner human spirits and they will also

have fun using this method to quickly recognize the unique and different spirit types within their fruity

families flavorful friends nutty neighbors and assorted acquaintances current relationships can be repaired

or enhanced while new dynamic ones created by using the book s simple decoding tools and

straightforward relationship principles discover the different types of spirit guides how to communicate and

work with them and how they can help you in every facet of life connect with your personal team of spirit

guides and draw on their ancient wisdom and healing to overcome challenges unlock success and

achieve your dreams the seven types of spirit guide is the first ever exploration of the cosmic helpers who

have communicated with everyday people across cultures and throughout human history spirit guides take

many forms and in this book spirit guide medium yamile yemoonyah will introduce you to each of the

seven types angels ancestors nature spirits star beings animal spirits ascended masters and deities each

has specific characteristics gifts and challenges and you ll learn the unique reasons your spirit guides are

here to support you on your personal path featuring an extensive quiz to help you discover which types of

spirit guide or guides you have and practical advice on identifying and communicating with them this

refreshing and inclusive companion will help you to further your spiritual development manifest your

dreams and live your purpose enter the enchanting mania of the magical metaphor madness a captivating

collection of poetry where metaphors meld with alliteration within these verses language becomes a

canvas each stroke of sound adding hues of emotion and imagery immerse yourself in this symphony of

words where lines intertwine like dancers weaving a sensory tapestry that lingers the magical metaphor
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madness is an exploration of the intricate art of alliteration a journey that invites you to experience the

magic of linguistic harmony and the power of metaphorical expression logos 7 vol 1 is the eighth of my

ten volume logos 1 7 work each volume of which is able to stand alone as god s book of life it took me

over 3 000 pages in ten volumes to say how and what is important to believe it seeks to explain by

experience who jesus is who god is who the holy spirit is what the bible is why it is crucial to life that we

believe in them what belief is what to be saved is just how salvation is effected what the take away

benefits are and how to find meaning and purpose in life this volume focuses on what exactly is the will of

god for each individual and well as corporately for humankind it holds god s warning messageto the world

addressed to every level of society from highest to lowest world nation state community family and

individual that the state of humankind is deplorable to god and offers the call of god to believe in jesus as

the christ savior and accept his holy spirit for life with him he assays it through his eyes of christ warns of

coming retribution and presents the christ spirit as the only solution to restore humankind to a godly image

each of these ten volumes is able to stand alone as god s book of life portraying life with the holy spirit by

belief in the christ of jesus as savior to eternal life with god the ten volumes relate my story of writing god

s book of life using nonfiction essays and poetry with daily help of divine intervention in producing the

seven logos work of ten volumes and the four supporting volumes all seek to fully understand and explain

this work inspired by the holy spirit the christ of jesus the action of god fulfilled for him in seven years all

of rodger crafton s dreams of becoming a writer of poetry and prose an armchair philosopher and an artist

working in his new upstairs garage atelier r crafton gibbs crescendo of praises is a book of poetry and

reflections of god that epitomize who he is in my heart and who he can be in the hearts of others and to

any hungry soul taste and see that the lord is good merciful gracious loving sovereign great endless and

boundless in this book in the midst the author has deconstructed many of the myths that have long been

held in regards to marriage author goddard addresses some difficult issues which may spark much

discussion and lively debate as it relates to money submission divorce sex he teases the intellect with

concepts that call for a twenty first century understanding and whets the appetite with a read that is

satiable to the heart and soul you may have read of marriage before but not in this fashion read of the

idea of man being the head of the home and had more questions than answers in the midst gives you

responses to long unanswered questions and shares with you insights that heretofore were considered

contemptible to preexisting thought as you begin your sojourn towards this place of centeredness in the
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midst may your experience be enlightening empowering and affirming let spirit be your guide and may you

arrive safely to in the midst this mission movement is laid out some in the book this is a spiritual journey

that seek empowerment for the people the have nots can have alot apples for all is the slogan that is like

occupy wall street and other cause that want equeal life for all not 1 over 99 please be apart of this

movement to up lift people we seek to come up without knocking others down apples for all rise and be

wise devil desprise and love is the prize this movement will move mountains and our goal is high enough

its time to get tough knowing life has been rough on us its a time its our time the exercises in this book

are carefully graded to take readers step by step through an actual out of body experience words are your

identity your road traveled the foundation of your thoughts and your relationships words describe your

past present and future all of your being is translated into words once put into motion words cannot turn

back words impact on your life and form history the words you choose to use are your signature what

words you use and how do you use them lead us not into temptation is a spiritual book as given to me by

god this book is different from other spiritual books in that it connects man with his sole link to god and

that is through his own soul regardless of one s religion or persuasion this book is for all people to find

their way back to god for secularism religion and intellectualism have failed miserably in bringing true

peace and love into this world be it in the past our present and probably in our future also jesus once said

truly truly you must be born again of the spirit for that which is of water is water the body and that which

is of spirit is spirit for the father is spirit and for us to worship him we must worship in spirit and in truth

this is a universal law the same for all people all over the world regardless of their religious beliefs for we

all worship the same one god and he must be worshipped in spirit and in truth the purpose of this book is

to help people change from their secular life to a spiritual life and to develop a closer walk with god in

their daily lives by which we then begin to worship god the father in spirit and in truth this is the one

pathway never chosen by man and is the pathway to peace on earth and good will towards all men it is

the pathway to the salvation for all mankind part one lead us not into temptation explores the history of

man back to the garden of eden and the first temptation where man falls from grace man after that

incident embarks on a journey of secularism worldliness and materiality which only separates him more

and more from god although man has had the opportunity to live in the time of the great prophets of god

and with jesus himself he has still maintained a steady course in his secular worldly lifestyle constantly

refusing to follow the spiritual path of god this stubbornness of man has brought him to where we find our
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world today in the grips of a huge recession and probably a depression and world tensions and terrorism

threatening the peace of the world part two deliver us from evil teaches how one can develop a life of

spirituality and redemption from both god and from oneself i begin with the prophecies of god as given to

us in the holy bible and in the bible codes i explain how these prophecies line up with our generation

living on earth right now and are 100 accurate and have all been fulfilled to date they are god s warning

to us that we cannot go on living worldly secularly lives for we are reaching the end of the road the end

times as predicted in the bible it is a warning meaning we can change the future from doom and gloom to

eternal bliss but it is up to each of us that unless we are willing to make some very fundamental changes

in our lives towards one another and to god we won t survive as a civilization that without faith hope and

love in god we are doomed to repeat our mistakes i teach the power of prayer and how that through

prayer with god one will find the answer and changes for their lives i show how a prayer life is the only

link we have to god the father through daily prayer one will begin the process of recreating a life of

spirituality i teach the principles of a spiritual life and the fruits of god s holy spirit how god works the fruits

into your life changing you from your former self imperfections and dislikes into the new person filled with

the wonderful fruits of god s holy spirit i explain that the key of life is love for without love there could be

no god no universe no us this book is for all people of all races all religions to find the cure to life that has

escaped them all through the years it will unite the reader to a one to one relation with god and a healing

and rebirth for their souls this is a great time to be a girl growing up in the world in total package girl

author kristi hoffman captures the moment with wonderful tips and ideas for girls everywhere have fun

with it christine brennan usa today sports columnist television commentator and best selling author meet

the total package girl she s got it all going on she stays confident fun and real she brilliantly navigates the

24 7 cyber popularity world she s unstoppable when it comes to pursuing her dreams and best of all she

truly knows and loves herself how does the amazing total package girl do it truth is she knows something

other girls don t the secret weapons for being strong real and successful life s not always going to be

easy when things get bumpy and the path gets tricky total package girl is here to provide the intelligence

skills and tools girls need to navigate the tech driven 21st century world this go to book uses hashtags me

quizzes and power quotes to help girls tackle such issues as confidence struggles cyber bullying body

image and peer pressure in total package girl author kristi k hoffman reveals a master plan for every girl

to be her ultimate self in body brain and spirit to live the total package lifestyle this book is for every girl
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who is going through life s challenges and discovering how truly amazing she is

unstoppabletotalpackagegirl get your thighs off your mind and lose the lies that bind women of america it

s time to stop obsessing and start making peace with your thighs your waist and any other body part that

leads you to feel inadequate everywhere we turn magazines movies television we are bombarded with

images of what a woman should look like and every image makes body acceptance and confidence

harder to achieve so author and therapist dr linda is inviting all members of the sisterhood of the

dissatisfied traveling pants to discover how we arrived at this discontent and how to change our attitudes

and our lives when it comes to liking our bodies write from the heart is a collection of poetry that opens

the mind as well as the heart it shows how to express your feelings in words deeply but generously

thereby getting your point s across reading is a way of healing at times these poems will deliver a sense

of peace letting you know that you are not alone in certain real life drama we all go through things there

are titles like a piece of hell on a silver platter cries falling on deaf ears once in a lifetime love a stranger

prayed for me step out on faith love me in your heart without yu an internet affair and many others life is

full of challenges that we all have to face head on it does not mater if you are ready or not changes are

coming in the words of steve harvey life is 10 percent of what happens to you and 90 percent of what you

do about what happens to you so it is not the action it is rather the reaction sometimes bad situations end

up producing wonderful results quiet your heart and listen for the loving whispers of god during the advent

season the weeks leading up to christmas are often hectic times preparing for the holy celebration of

jesus birth this book provides an opportunity for you to pause take a refreshing breath of the holy spirit

and look beyond the surface of the lights and glitter to notice the inward shaping of jesus virtues of hope

love joy and peace for faithful living it sets a course for daily retreat and devotional living into the new era

for hope and unity in the heart of christ from the introduction are you missing out on the true meaning and

mystery of advent amid the hustle and bustle of the holiday season rev dr brenda k buckwell obl osb

invites you into a daily retreat experience offering inspiring reflections fresh perspectives on the season s

traditional scripture readings and creative ways to let god s word sink deep into your heart and soul with

prayer practices that engage the senses and guidance in creating a visual reflection in response to each

day s reading she helps you move beyond articulation of what you know of god to discover the

possibilities awaiting you moments of love mornings with the i am gives a clear and simple way of

knowing and feeling the love god and his son jesus christ has for each one of uscombining gods
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messages of love with a simple understanding of what your soul is searching for love truth faith and joy

you will find the love for self when you start your journey into learning and feeling gods divine love by

allowing the pages to open at will you will read the exact message you need for that moment of your life

and by covering yourself in gods essence and jesus christs light you will find yourself on their path of the

way the way to eternal happiness and joy for only then will you know and understand the true way of

loving ones self and others in memory of my mother who through this experience has taught me that

freedom of spirit is the highest value and that the door to unlimited potential and opportunity is open

awaiting the young eagle who always yearned to fly across the sun for the dreamer who dares to believe

its not a figment of imagination a series of endearing messages from loved ones on the other side and a

wish to share my sense of discovery and solace with the world im a helpless disciple in your temple of

love rod stewart kevin savigar this is my second collection of poems that are a mixture of experiences in

south africa and returning to the united kingdom twice to visit my elderly mother and aunt eventually they

both had to go into care homes my mother had senile dementia and my aunt had arthritis and memory

failure i gave them reiki healing which eased their pain and renewed their energy levels writing these

poems helped me come to terms with the sadness associated with aging but also making the best of it i

pray this book may uplift and encourage others going through the many trials of life do you want to find

your soul s purpose and connect with your life s mission are you stuck and feeling as if there should be

more to life do you long for greatness fulfillment and a life that lifts your spirit in your soul s quest author

rod c ezekiel integrates metaphysics with powerful success principles taking you on an internal journey to

discover your heart s deep love and the answers within the depths of your soul using exercises stories

and rod s gentle guidance you will unlock the secrets hidden within you to find your authentic self and

create a miraculous new life your soul s quest offers answers to questions such as how do you uncover

the inborn soul strengths and genius that are linked to your purpose how do you find alignment with your

love to create authentic meaningful goals through identifying what internal values you carry you will come

to understand why you make the decisions you do and you ll learn how to rewire your belief system to

replace limiting thoughts with boundlessly successful ones by the end of the journey you will comprehend

your mission and purpose and be poised to embark on a life of significance with greater joy and wondrous

creativity let s begin a lyrical poetry story book 1977 2007 a whimsical diary in time concept of a mystical

year in seasons of riddle and rhyme explode in a furious rampage dissipate across oblivion skies be as
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one with what you write walk insanity s thin obscure line fuse both spiritual and carnal together shake

them up and twirl them about fly in rainbow shades of infinity but most of all be yourself open yourself to

the love and wisdom of the angels of your sun sign who reveal your life s purpose and show you how to

live harmoniously each day angels of the zodiac organizes the angels by the sun sign they re associated

with allowing you to easily determine which ones to connect with throughout the year tuning in to zodiac

angels when their sign is strongest makes them more powerful and they can use that boost to send

miracles into your life you can even connect to angels outside your sun sign at strategic times to benefit

from their different energies this book provides a meditation for connecting with each angel guiding you

through the process and the benefits that accompany it with angels by your side you ll achieve greater

love inspiration and fulfillment the earth needs your help the fae are calling you to harness the power of

nature in return they offer assistance to enable you to thrive in this very modern world in balance and

harmony and with a sprinkle of very real magic the way of the faery shaman gives insight as to who the

faeries really are which element they are connected to and how to work with that element in order to bring

about the magic that is actually all around us from the author of the best selling the joy of less a

handbook for mindful minimalism that provides a philosophy and instructions to lighten up every aspect of

our lives in just 5 or 10 minutes a day most of us are no strangers to health problems illness or pain but

what if there s a solution to restore our well being that doesn t involve drugs surgery or other medical

procedures well there is and you ll find it within your own body that s right your body has a built in

capacity to heal itself a remarkable system of self repair that works day in and day out and improving its

ability to heal is within your control yet most people don t fully grasp the body s incredible power to heal

itself largely because traditional medicine has led us to believe that health comes from the outside in and

not from the inside out did you know for example that approximately 50 percent of all illnesses when left

alone will eventually heal themselves if you choose to take care of your body every day it will reward you

a thousand times over improving your odds against everything from heart disease cancer and diabetes to

arthritis allergies colds late winter flu and more remember you have the power to be and stay healthy

because healing truly comes from within the power of self healing will help you accomplish all this and

more reiki the alternative medicine therapy that s becoming mainstream reiki is a subtle non invasive form

of healing that uses spiritually guided life force energy and 60 of top hospitals in the united states now

offer it as complementary treatment for anxiety depression pain relief and more reiki for dummies is a
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clear and easy to follow guide to the origins of reiki where you can study reiki what it can do for you what

to expect in a session and how to use reiki at home this book takes you through the principles practice

and uses of reiki even if you re skeptical or taking your first reiki class dummies is the perfect starting

point for anyone interested in benefiting from reiki or becoming a reiki healer discover how reiki fits in with

other healing practices and how it just might transform your life this book makes it easy learn what reiki is

and how to find a reiki practitioner prepare for your reiki session and set realistic goals and expectations

explore reiki classes symbols and techniques get started performing reiki with basic hand positions and

self treatment discover the fascinating history and evolution of this japanese healing practice this edition

has been expanded with new information on self reiki mind body healing with reiki and becoming a reiki

professional plus you ll find the latest reiki resources to expand your healing journey food for thought once

you lose your hunger passion and thirst for god you are being robbed by the spirit of this world this

statement rang truth in my ears and in my life as i sat in that bible study session at church i quickly

recounted how many times i allowed the spirit of this world to rob me of happiness success and peace

that night we were taught to trust gods word when situations arise i realized then i was not only robbed of

happiness success and peace i was robbed of trusting god i was robbed of my purpose for such a time as

this is my purpose inside the pages of this book you will be invited into the dreams and visions given to

me that have taken the form of poetry and prose over the past three years i pray my gift leads you to

seek his face let it lead you to check his word to find your purpose just as i was led to check it to find

mine the stage has been set the poets have taken their place and the curtain has risen for such a time as

this deals with some war feelings things we don t see on the surface how some handle life s mess

humourous situations the thought of heaven and hell what it would be like only thoughts come to mind

relationships gone amok short stories all for the readers entertainment some profanity so who the hell

cares the book is done in my style if some readers take offense to my book then pop into your nearest

coffee shop and hear all the profanity from the start of your coffee until the time you leave the short

stories are mostly on halloween day a practicing specialist in the health and education fields for over thirty

five years nicholas j mason ph d has typically worked with clients who feel lost in the bewildering

environment of their lives they say they don t know what they feel or what they want from life they are

unclear about where they are going and they don t know for sure where they have been these clients

complain of feeling helpless out of control confused disoriented and generally unhappy they are not
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fulfilled souls they need a treasure map to lead them back to a more productive and satisfying path other

clients feel comfortable with their personal lives but have conflicts at work or difficulty getting their careers

on track some are happy enough personally and professionally but want to eliminate destructive habits or

gain greater control over their bodies some feel they know what they need to do but lack motivation

others have severe health problems they all would prosper from a treasure map that would show them the

most productive way to achieve whatever is best for them in whatever realm of life where they require it dr

mason has developed such a comprehensive treasure map to create gratifying lifestyles specifically the

treasure map reveals that by maintaining heightened conscious awareness respecting our bodies and

spirits and invoking the powers of our subconscious we can learn what we really really want in life and

use that knowledge to reach our optimum levels of fulfillment in his experience dr mason has found that

people who accept this principle and develop the skills to put it into practice solve many of their problems

and greatly enhance the quality of their lives therefore the book s primary purpose is to show readers how

to create a lifestyle that enables them first to recognize and then realize their deepest ambitions after the

introductory chapters readers learn how to use their treasure map to achieve autonomy and optimize

health careers and relationships each chapter presents anonymous case studies from dr mason s practice

and includes specific exercises and practical techniques as well as narrative explanations discover the

journey to self acceptance step into a profound exploration of self discovery and empowerment with

embracing you beyond the mirror s gaze this essential read takes you through the depths of your

reflection unfolding the layers of body image and self perception that shape who we are through a

transformative voyage from the reflection we see to redefining beauty standards you ll uncover the

powerful forces at play in our daily lives grapple with the stark realities of cultural influence and myth that

have long dictated what we see in the mirror and learn how to dismantle them delve into the voices that

shape us recognizing the potent sway of family friends and media in framing our self view as you navigate

the seamless interconnection of mind and body you ll encounter the often silent but significant impact of

mental health on our self esteem as well as the silent cries echoed in when eating hurts in the heart of

this book lies the transformative chapter the journey of self acceptance this pivotal section stands as a

beacon of hope guiding you towards the liberating shores of radical self love and body celebration learn

the essential steps to nourish both your body and soul crafting a balanced lifestyle that honors your well

being in the relentless pursuit of a positive self image breaking the cycle teaches you to contend with
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negative self talk fostering daily habits of body positivity that ripple out to touch all aspects of your life

discover the strength in togetherness in building a supportive community where solidarity and advocacy

bloom into a resilient force for change embracing you beyond the mirror s gaze is not just a book it s a

movement aimed at illuminating the true essence of beauty and the undeniable power of diversity and self

love ascend beyond superficial standards and embrace the multifaceted wonder that is you with every

page turned this journey starts with a single read and lasts a lifetime of reflection the first of two volumes

collecting the complete tragedies of seneca edited by world renowned classicists elizabeth asmis shadi

bartsch and martha c nussbaum the complete works of lucius annaeus seneca series offers authoritative

modern english translations of the writings of the stoic philosopher and playwright 4 bce 65 ce the two

volumes of the complete tragedies present all of his dramas expertly rendered by preeminent scholars

and translators this first volume contains medea the phoenician women phaedra the trojan women and

octavia the last of which was written in emulation of senecan tragedies and serves as a unique example

of political tragedy the second volume includes oedipus hercules mad hercules on oeta thyestes and

agamemnon high standards of accuracy clarity and style are maintained throughout the translations which

render seneca into verse with as close a correspondence line for line to the original as possible and with

special attention paid to meter and overall flow in addition each tragedy is prefaced by an original

translator s introduction offering reflections on the work s context and meaning notes are provided for the

reader unfamiliar with the culture and history of classical antiquity accordingly the complete tragedies will

be of use to a general audience and professionals alike from the latinless student to scholars and

instructors of comparative literature classics philosophy drama and more
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the true artist touches the world with materials at hand be it brush or words or talent in viki s first book her

writing reflects the people she has met those who have influenced her life and the events that have

shaped her character the page is her canvas her words are the colors the finished portrait is the stallion
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be yourself your bright shining radiant spirited self and encourage others to do the same give this book to

elevate someone s spirit to share a little delight and to show that the whole world is full of possibility

Let Your Spirit Soar 2013-04

the founder of allow your spirit to soar inc and 10 co authors launch readers on a journey of

transformation inspiration hope peace love and joy
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journey to freedom let your spirit soar a unique comprehensive study of the causes of and solutions to

addictions and other life situational problems caused by our own wrongful thinking both in our personal

encounters with life itself and our daily interactions with our fellow human beings which brings us to the

truth in the expressions whenever i have a problem i am the problem and let it begin with me the work is

based mainly on the author s own experiences from his childhood in a seriously dysfunctional family how

these experiences affected his decisions in how to live his life where these decisions led him his

addictions and what it took to make the changes in his thinking that dramatically changed his life from one

bound to the horrors of his addictions to one of peace serenity and happiness with 23 years of sobriety

and counting he believes that the main things he learned were humility surrender and the true meaning of

love what it is and what it is not this book is for the addicted pre addicted and the non addicted alike in

that we are all subject to the wrongful thinking that causes us difficulties that we stumble into through our

long held opinions convictions and our judgment of others the words we sometimes utter words that are

often left unspoken how we put words together that convey the message of and ensure our dependencies



on people places and things it was written from the head and heart of the author motivated by the love in

his heart for his fellow human beings of all stripes review by dorrance publishing co journey to freedom let

your spirit soar is an interesting non fiction work by james yuhasz this work is designed to bring the

reader into a closer relationship with god by helping to overcome the victim mentality mr yuhasz begins

the work with an autobiographical sketch of his life as a young child he survived many illnesses and

accidents which can only be attributed to god gifted in different ways he did not utilize his gifts and

experienced a series of low points in his life when he became self destructive a recovering alcoholic for

the last 23 years mr yuhasz has used his experience to counsel others who are in similar situations mr

yuhasz shows that the key to recovery is surrender to the lord by continuing to fight one only continues

the vicious cycle of self destruction but by accepting the lord and marching to your own drummer you will

find happiness and self fulfillment the rest of the work is the author s guide to overcoming fear with

chapters entitled acceptance perseverance sponsors and self worth and time there is something for

eveyone here although addressed to primarily those with drug or alcohol addictions this work can be used

by any person with any type of addiction whether it be shopping gambling or just someone experiencing

depression or low self esteem let your spirit soar is an uplifting and insightful work from james yuhasz with

its pearls of wisdom this work is one that should be read again and again this work may appeal to a wide

variety of readers

Journey to Freedom 2008-10-01

52 cards to let your spirit soar from world renowned spiritual teacher michael a singer author of the new

york times bestsellers the untethered soul the surrender experiment and living untethered this card deck

offers daily reminders that true fulfillment and joy exist within each and every one of us the cards provide

meditative practices and inspiration to help readers on their journey toward unconditional happiness every

day daily inspiration to let your spirit soar from renowned spiritual teacher michael a singer this 52 card

deck will guide you toward a life of liberation serenity openness and self knowledge now more than ever

we re all looking to feel more joy happiness and deeper meaning in our lives drawing on the profound

wisdom of the new york times bestseller living untethered these take anywhere cards offer practical yet

powerful insight to help you move beyond the thoughts feelings and habits that keep you stuck so you can

heal the pain of the past and live fully in the present moment with each card you ll gain a deeper



understanding of where your thoughts and emotions come from and how they affect your natural energy

flow finally you ll learn how to find freedom from the psychological scars or samskaras that block you and

keep you from reaching your highest potential it s time to stop struggling and start experiencing this card

deck makes it easy to put the spiritual teachings of michael a singer into practice every day and it will

guide you on the path toward self realization and unconditional happiness keep these cards on your

nightstand on your work desk in your purse or anywhere for instant inspiration and peace of mind this

card deck is copublished by new harbinger publications inc the premier publisher of psychology and self

help books for fifty years and sounds true the leading multimedia publisher of original works by world

renowned spiritual teachers

The Living Untethered Card Deck 2024-10-31

the eighth wonder is the first poem and the theme for my first poetry book i reveal in that poem what the

eighth wonder is and its value to each person on earth i dont want it revealed until they read that first

poem and hopefully will use that eighth wonder to find the other wonders of the world then read the rest

of the ninth wonder of the world exercising their eighth wonder poetry is so personal it is hard to convince

readers to take the time to feel the words not just read them the eighth wonder of the world presents

something we all possess and dont realize its value so for this second book to resonate with the buyer

reader a love of poetry will initially be the reason it sells after that it will be the value to each reader as

they capitalize on the eighth wonder we all possess

The Ninth Wonder of the World 2016-04-28

the fruit code the spiritual shortcut to loving your self and others provides an honest and humorous look at

ourselves from the inside out while learning to identify honor and appreciate the diversity and uniqueness

of others readers are provided a groundbreaking method for discovering and unlocking their own inner

human spirits and they will also have fun using this method to quickly recognize the unique and different

spirit types within their fruity families flavorful friends nutty neighbors and assorted acquaintances current

relationships can be repaired or enhanced while new dynamic ones created by using the book s simple

decoding tools and straightforward relationship principles



The Fruit Code 2021-06-08

discover the different types of spirit guides how to communicate and work with them and how they can

help you in every facet of life connect with your personal team of spirit guides and draw on their ancient

wisdom and healing to overcome challenges unlock success and achieve your dreams the seven types of

spirit guide is the first ever exploration of the cosmic helpers who have communicated with everyday

people across cultures and throughout human history spirit guides take many forms and in this book spirit

guide medium yamile yemoonyah will introduce you to each of the seven types angels ancestors nature

spirits star beings animal spirits ascended masters and deities each has specific characteristics gifts and

challenges and you ll learn the unique reasons your spirit guides are here to support you on your personal

path featuring an extensive quiz to help you discover which types of spirit guide or guides you have and

practical advice on identifying and communicating with them this refreshing and inclusive companion will

help you to further your spiritual development manifest your dreams and live your purpose

The Seven Types of Spirit Guide 2020-11-10

enter the enchanting mania of the magical metaphor madness a captivating collection of poetry where

metaphors meld with alliteration within these verses language becomes a canvas each stroke of sound

adding hues of emotion and imagery immerse yourself in this symphony of words where lines intertwine

like dancers weaving a sensory tapestry that lingers the magical metaphor madness is an exploration of

the intricate art of alliteration a journey that invites you to experience the magic of linguistic harmony and

the power of metaphorical expression

The Magical Metaphor Madness 2022-08-31

logos 7 vol 1 is the eighth of my ten volume logos 1 7 work each volume of which is able to stand alone

as god s book of life it took me over 3 000 pages in ten volumes to say how and what is important to

believe it seeks to explain by experience who jesus is who god is who the holy spirit is what the bible is

why it is crucial to life that we believe in them what belief is what to be saved is just how salvation is

effected what the take away benefits are and how to find meaning and purpose in life this volume focuses



on what exactly is the will of god for each individual and well as corporately for humankind it holds god s

warning messageto the world addressed to every level of society from highest to lowest world nation state

community family and individual that the state of humankind is deplorable to god and offers the call of god

to believe in jesus as the christ savior and accept his holy spirit for life with him he assays it through his

eyes of christ warns of coming retribution and presents the christ spirit as the only solution to restore

humankind to a godly image each of these ten volumes is able to stand alone as god s book of life

portraying life with the holy spirit by belief in the christ of jesus as savior to eternal life with god the ten

volumes relate my story of writing god s book of life using nonfiction essays and poetry with daily help of

divine intervention in producing the seven logos work of ten volumes and the four supporting volumes all

seek to fully understand and explain this work inspired by the holy spirit the christ of jesus the action of

god fulfilled for him in seven years all of rodger crafton s dreams of becoming a writer of poetry and prose

an armchair philosopher and an artist working in his new upstairs garage atelier r crafton gibbs

Freedom Through Grace 2013-06-15

crescendo of praises is a book of poetry and reflections of god that epitomize who he is in my heart and

who he can be in the hearts of others and to any hungry soul taste and see that the lord is good merciful

gracious loving sovereign great endless and boundless

The Full Will of God 2012-10

in this book in the midst the author has deconstructed many of the myths that have long been held in

regards to marriage author goddard addresses some difficult issues which may spark much discussion

and lively debate as it relates to money submission divorce sex he teases the intellect with concepts that

call for a twenty first century understanding and whets the appetite with a read that is satiable to the heart

and soul you may have read of marriage before but not in this fashion read of the idea of man being the

head of the home and had more questions than answers in the midst gives you responses to long

unanswered questions and shares with you insights that heretofore were considered contemptible to

preexisting thought as you begin your sojourn towards this place of centeredness in the midst may your

experience be enlightening empowering and affirming let spirit be your guide and may you arrive safely to



in the midst

Crescendo of Praises 1991-08

this mission movement is laid out some in the book this is a spiritual journey that seek empowerment for

the people the have nots can have alot apples for all is the slogan that is like occupy wall street and other

cause that want equeal life for all not 1 over 99 please be apart of this movement to up lift people we

seek to come up without knocking others down apples for all rise and be wise devil desprise and love is

the prize this movement will move mountains and our goal is high enough its time to get tough knowing

life has been rough on us its a time its our time

Hummingbird Words 2010-11-11

the exercises in this book are carefully graded to take readers step by step through an actual out of body

experience

In The Midst 2010-08-17

words are your identity your road traveled the foundation of your thoughts and your relationships words

describe your past present and future all of your being is translated into words once put into motion words

cannot turn back words impact on your life and form history the words you choose to use are your

signature what words you use and how do you use them

Apples for Addicts and Alcoholics 1998

lead us not into temptation is a spiritual book as given to me by god this book is different from other

spiritual books in that it connects man with his sole link to god and that is through his own soul regardless

of one s religion or persuasion this book is for all people to find their way back to god for secularism

religion and intellectualism have failed miserably in bringing true peace and love into this world be it in the

past our present and probably in our future also jesus once said truly truly you must be born again of the

spirit for that which is of water is water the body and that which is of spirit is spirit for the father is spirit



and for us to worship him we must worship in spirit and in truth this is a universal law the same for all

people all over the world regardless of their religious beliefs for we all worship the same one god and he

must be worshipped in spirit and in truth the purpose of this book is to help people change from their

secular life to a spiritual life and to develop a closer walk with god in their daily lives by which we then

begin to worship god the father in spirit and in truth this is the one pathway never chosen by man and is

the pathway to peace on earth and good will towards all men it is the pathway to the salvation for all

mankind part one lead us not into temptation explores the history of man back to the garden of eden and

the first temptation where man falls from grace man after that incident embarks on a journey of secularism

worldliness and materiality which only separates him more and more from god although man has had the

opportunity to live in the time of the great prophets of god and with jesus himself he has still maintained a

steady course in his secular worldly lifestyle constantly refusing to follow the spiritual path of god this

stubbornness of man has brought him to where we find our world today in the grips of a huge recession

and probably a depression and world tensions and terrorism threatening the peace of the world part two

deliver us from evil teaches how one can develop a life of spirituality and redemption from both god and

from oneself i begin with the prophecies of god as given to us in the holy bible and in the bible codes i

explain how these prophecies line up with our generation living on earth right now and are 100 accurate

and have all been fulfilled to date they are god s warning to us that we cannot go on living worldly

secularly lives for we are reaching the end of the road the end times as predicted in the bible it is a

warning meaning we can change the future from doom and gloom to eternal bliss but it is up to each of

us that unless we are willing to make some very fundamental changes in our lives towards one another

and to god we won t survive as a civilization that without faith hope and love in god we are doomed to

repeat our mistakes i teach the power of prayer and how that through prayer with god one will find the

answer and changes for their lives i show how a prayer life is the only link we have to god the father

through daily prayer one will begin the process of recreating a life of spirituality i teach the principles of a

spiritual life and the fruits of god s holy spirit how god works the fruits into your life changing you from

your former self imperfections and dislikes into the new person filled with the wonderful fruits of god s holy

spirit i explain that the key of life is love for without love there could be no god no universe no us this

book is for all people of all races all religions to find the cure to life that has escaped them all through the

years it will unite the reader to a one to one relation with god and a healing and rebirth for their souls



Astral Travel for Beginners 2007-08-30

this is a great time to be a girl growing up in the world in total package girl author kristi hoffman captures

the moment with wonderful tips and ideas for girls everywhere have fun with it christine brennan usa

today sports columnist television commentator and best selling author meet the total package girl she s

got it all going on she stays confident fun and real she brilliantly navigates the 24 7 cyber popularity world

she s unstoppable when it comes to pursuing her dreams and best of all she truly knows and loves

herself how does the amazing total package girl do it truth is she knows something other girls don t the

secret weapons for being strong real and successful life s not always going to be easy when things get

bumpy and the path gets tricky total package girl is here to provide the intelligence skills and tools girls

need to navigate the tech driven 21st century world this go to book uses hashtags me quizzes and power

quotes to help girls tackle such issues as confidence struggles cyber bullying body image and peer

pressure in total package girl author kristi k hoffman reveals a master plan for every girl to be her ultimate

self in body brain and spirit to live the total package lifestyle this book is for every girl who is going

through life s challenges and discovering how truly amazing she is unstoppabletotalpackagegirl

Onwords and Upwords 2010-06-07

get your thighs off your mind and lose the lies that bind women of america it s time to stop obsessing and

start making peace with your thighs your waist and any other body part that leads you to feel inadequate

everywhere we turn magazines movies television we are bombarded with images of what a woman should

look like and every image makes body acceptance and confidence harder to achieve so author and

therapist dr linda is inviting all members of the sisterhood of the dissatisfied traveling pants to discover

how we arrived at this discontent and how to change our attitudes and our lives when it comes to liking

our bodies

Lead Us Not Into Temptation 2015-10-07

write from the heart is a collection of poetry that opens the mind as well as the heart it shows how to

express your feelings in words deeply but generously thereby getting your point s across reading is a way



of healing at times these poems will deliver a sense of peace letting you know that you are not alone in

certain real life drama we all go through things there are titles like a piece of hell on a silver platter cries

falling on deaf ears once in a lifetime love a stranger prayed for me step out on faith love me in your

heart without yu an internet affair and many others life is full of challenges that we all have to face head

on it does not mater if you are ready or not changes are coming in the words of steve harvey life is 10

percent of what happens to you and 90 percent of what you do about what happens to you so it is not the

action it is rather the reaction sometimes bad situations end up producing wonderful results

Total Package Girl 2006-04-29

quiet your heart and listen for the loving whispers of god during the advent season the weeks leading up

to christmas are often hectic times preparing for the holy celebration of jesus birth this book provides an

opportunity for you to pause take a refreshing breath of the holy spirit and look beyond the surface of the

lights and glitter to notice the inward shaping of jesus virtues of hope love joy and peace for faithful living

it sets a course for daily retreat and devotional living into the new era for hope and unity in the heart of

christ from the introduction are you missing out on the true meaning and mystery of advent amid the

hustle and bustle of the holiday season rev dr brenda k buckwell obl osb invites you into a daily retreat

experience offering inspiring reflections fresh perspectives on the season s traditional scripture readings

and creative ways to let god s word sink deep into your heart and soul with prayer practices that engage

the senses and guidance in creating a visual reflection in response to each day s reading she helps you

move beyond articulation of what you know of god to discover the possibilities awaiting you

Making Peace With Your Thighs 2015-03-13

moments of love mornings with the i am gives a clear and simple way of knowing and feeling the love god

and his son jesus christ has for each one of uscombining gods messages of love with a simple

understanding of what your soul is searching for love truth faith and joy you will find the love for self when

you start your journey into learning and feeling gods divine love by allowing the pages to open at will you

will read the exact message you need for that moment of your life and by covering yourself in gods

essence and jesus christs light you will find yourself on their path of the way the way to eternal happiness



and joy for only then will you know and understand the true way of loving ones self and others

Write from the Heart 2003-10

in memory of my mother who through this experience has taught me that freedom of spirit is the highest

value and that the door to unlimited potential and opportunity is open awaiting the young eagle who

always yearned to fly across the sun for the dreamer who dares to believe its not a figment of imagination

a series of endearing messages from loved ones on the other side and a wish to share my sense of

discovery and solace with the world im a helpless disciple in your temple of love rod stewart kevin savigar

Don't Forget Your Umbrella 2015-10-27

this is my second collection of poems that are a mixture of experiences in south africa and returning to

the united kingdom twice to visit my elderly mother and aunt eventually they both had to go into care

homes my mother had senile dementia and my aunt had arthritis and memory failure i gave them reiki

healing which eased their pain and renewed their energy levels writing these poems helped me come to

terms with the sadness associated with aging but also making the best of it i pray this book may uplift and

encourage others going through the many trials of life

The Advent of God's Word 2017-01-13

do you want to find your soul s purpose and connect with your life s mission are you stuck and feeling as

if there should be more to life do you long for greatness fulfillment and a life that lifts your spirit in your

soul s quest author rod c ezekiel integrates metaphysics with powerful success principles taking you on

an internal journey to discover your heart s deep love and the answers within the depths of your soul

using exercises stories and rod s gentle guidance you will unlock the secrets hidden within you to find

your authentic self and create a miraculous new life your soul s quest offers answers to questions such as

how do you uncover the inborn soul strengths and genius that are linked to your purpose how do you find

alignment with your love to create authentic meaningful goals through identifying what internal values you

carry you will come to understand why you make the decisions you do and you ll learn how to rewire your

belief system to replace limiting thoughts with boundlessly successful ones by the end of the journey you



will comprehend your mission and purpose and be poised to embark on a life of significance with greater

joy and wondrous creativity let s begin

Moments of Love 2012-02

a lyrical poetry story book 1977 2007 a whimsical diary in time concept of a mystical year in seasons of

riddle and rhyme explode in a furious rampage dissipate across oblivion skies be as one with what you

write walk insanity s thin obscure line fuse both spiritual and carnal together shake them up and twirl them

about fly in rainbow shades of infinity but most of all be yourself

When God Speaks... 2013-10-14

open yourself to the love and wisdom of the angels of your sun sign who reveal your life s purpose and

show you how to live harmoniously each day angels of the zodiac organizes the angels by the sun sign

they re associated with allowing you to easily determine which ones to connect with throughout the year

tuning in to zodiac angels when their sign is strongest makes them more powerful and they can use that

boost to send miracles into your life you can even connect to angels outside your sun sign at strategic

times to benefit from their different energies this book provides a meditation for connecting with each

angel guiding you through the process and the benefits that accompany it with angels by your side you ll

achieve greater love inspiration and fulfillment

Circles and Hearts, I Still Love You 2016-12-20

the earth needs your help the fae are calling you to harness the power of nature in return they offer

assistance to enable you to thrive in this very modern world in balance and harmony and with a sprinkle

of very real magic the way of the faery shaman gives insight as to who the faeries really are which

element they are connected to and how to work with that element in order to bring about the magic that is

actually all around us



Food for the Soul 2018-03-07

from the author of the best selling the joy of less a handbook for mindful minimalism that provides a

philosophy and instructions to lighten up every aspect of our lives in just 5 or 10 minutes a day

Your Soul's Quest 2008-07-01

most of us are no strangers to health problems illness or pain but what if there s a solution to restore our

well being that doesn t involve drugs surgery or other medical procedures well there is and you ll find it

within your own body that s right your body has a built in capacity to heal itself a remarkable system of

self repair that works day in and day out and improving its ability to heal is within your control yet most

people don t fully grasp the body s incredible power to heal itself largely because traditional medicine has

led us to believe that health comes from the outside in and not from the inside out did you know for

example that approximately 50 percent of all illnesses when left alone will eventually heal themselves if

you choose to take care of your body every day it will reward you a thousand times over improving your

odds against everything from heart disease cancer and diabetes to arthritis allergies colds late winter flu

and more remember you have the power to be and stay healthy because healing truly comes from within

the power of self healing will help you accomplish all this and more

Angels of the Zodiac 2017-04-08

reiki the alternative medicine therapy that s becoming mainstream reiki is a subtle non invasive form of

healing that uses spiritually guided life force energy and 60 of top hospitals in the united states now offer

it as complementary treatment for anxiety depression pain relief and more reiki for dummies is a clear and

easy to follow guide to the origins of reiki where you can study reiki what it can do for you what to expect

in a session and how to use reiki at home this book takes you through the principles practice and uses of

reiki even if you re skeptical or taking your first reiki class dummies is the perfect starting point for anyone

interested in benefiting from reiki or becoming a reiki healer discover how reiki fits in with other healing

practices and how it just might transform your life this book makes it easy learn what reiki is and how to

find a reiki practitioner prepare for your reiki session and set realistic goals and expectations explore reiki



classes symbols and techniques get started performing reiki with basic hand positions and self treatment

discover the fascinating history and evolution of this japanese healing practice this edition has been

expanded with new information on self reiki mind body healing with reiki and becoming a reiki professional

plus you ll find the latest reiki resources to expand your healing journey

Shaman Pathways - Way of the Faery Shaman 2015-01-30

food for thought once you lose your hunger passion and thirst for god you are being robbed by the spirit

of this world this statement rang truth in my ears and in my life as i sat in that bible study session at

church i quickly recounted how many times i allowed the spirit of this world to rob me of happiness

success and peace that night we were taught to trust gods word when situations arise i realized then i

was not only robbed of happiness success and peace i was robbed of trusting god i was robbed of my

purpose for such a time as this is my purpose inside the pages of this book you will be invited into the

dreams and visions given to me that have taken the form of poetry and prose over the past three years i

pray my gift leads you to seek his face let it lead you to check his word to find your purpose just as i was

led to check it to find mine the stage has been set the poets have taken their place and the curtain has

risen for such a time as this

Lightly 2019

deals with some war feelings things we don t see on the surface how some handle life s mess humourous

situations the thought of heaven and hell what it would be like only thoughts come to mind relationships

gone amok short stories all for the readers entertainment some profanity so who the hell cares the book is

done in my style if some readers take offense to my book then pop into your nearest coffee shop and

hear all the profanity from the start of your coffee until the time you leave the short stories are mostly on

halloween day

The Power of Self-Healing 2012-01-15

a practicing specialist in the health and education fields for over thirty five years nicholas j mason ph d

has typically worked with clients who feel lost in the bewildering environment of their lives they say they



don t know what they feel or what they want from life they are unclear about where they are going and

they don t know for sure where they have been these clients complain of feeling helpless out of control

confused disoriented and generally unhappy they are not fulfilled souls they need a treasure map to lead

them back to a more productive and satisfying path other clients feel comfortable with their personal lives

but have conflicts at work or difficulty getting their careers on track some are happy enough personally

and professionally but want to eliminate destructive habits or gain greater control over their bodies some

feel they know what they need to do but lack motivation others have severe health problems they all

would prosper from a treasure map that would show them the most productive way to achieve whatever is

best for them in whatever realm of life where they require it dr mason has developed such a

comprehensive treasure map to create gratifying lifestyles specifically the treasure map reveals that by

maintaining heightened conscious awareness respecting our bodies and spirits and invoking the powers of

our subconscious we can learn what we really really want in life and use that knowledge to reach our

optimum levels of fulfillment in his experience dr mason has found that people who accept this principle

and develop the skills to put it into practice solve many of their problems and greatly enhance the quality

of their lives therefore the book s primary purpose is to show readers how to create a lifestyle that

enables them first to recognize and then realize their deepest ambitions after the introductory chapters

readers learn how to use their treasure map to achieve autonomy and optimize health careers and

relationships each chapter presents anonymous case studies from dr mason s practice and includes

specific exercises and practical techniques as well as narrative explanations

Reiki For Dummies 2022-05-27

discover the journey to self acceptance step into a profound exploration of self discovery and

empowerment with embracing you beyond the mirror s gaze this essential read takes you through the

depths of your reflection unfolding the layers of body image and self perception that shape who we are

through a transformative voyage from the reflection we see to redefining beauty standards you ll uncover

the powerful forces at play in our daily lives grapple with the stark realities of cultural influence and myth

that have long dictated what we see in the mirror and learn how to dismantle them delve into the voices

that shape us recognizing the potent sway of family friends and media in framing our self view as you

navigate the seamless interconnection of mind and body you ll encounter the often silent but significant



impact of mental health on our self esteem as well as the silent cries echoed in when eating hurts in the

heart of this book lies the transformative chapter the journey of self acceptance this pivotal section stands

as a beacon of hope guiding you towards the liberating shores of radical self love and body celebration

learn the essential steps to nourish both your body and soul crafting a balanced lifestyle that honors your

well being in the relentless pursuit of a positive self image breaking the cycle teaches you to contend with

negative self talk fostering daily habits of body positivity that ripple out to touch all aspects of your life

discover the strength in togetherness in building a supportive community where solidarity and advocacy

bloom into a resilient force for change embracing you beyond the mirror s gaze is not just a book it s a

movement aimed at illuminating the true essence of beauty and the undeniable power of diversity and self

love ascend beyond superficial standards and embrace the multifaceted wonder that is you with every

page turned this journey starts with a single read and lasts a lifetime of reflection

For Such a Time as This 2009-05-13

the first of two volumes collecting the complete tragedies of seneca edited by world renowned classicists

elizabeth asmis shadi bartsch and martha c nussbaum the complete works of lucius annaeus seneca

series offers authoritative modern english translations of the writings of the stoic philosopher and

playwright 4 bce 65 ce the two volumes of the complete tragedies present all of his dramas expertly

rendered by preeminent scholars and translators this first volume contains medea the phoenician women

phaedra the trojan women and octavia the last of which was written in emulation of senecan tragedies

and serves as a unique example of political tragedy the second volume includes oedipus hercules mad

hercules on oeta thyestes and agamemnon high standards of accuracy clarity and style are maintained

throughout the translations which render seneca into verse with as close a correspondence line for line to

the original as possible and with special attention paid to meter and overall flow in addition each tragedy

is prefaced by an original translator s introduction offering reflections on the work s context and meaning

notes are provided for the reader unfamiliar with the culture and history of classical antiquity accordingly

the complete tragedies will be of use to a general audience and professionals alike from the latinless

student to scholars and instructors of comparative literature classics philosophy drama and more



Dead Poetry 2008-04-24

Following Your Treasure Map 2001-06-20

Embracing You 2024-01-10

The Complete Tragedies, Volume 1 2022-07-14
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